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The PhilRice Text Center (PTC), 0920-911-1398, is a digital communication platform that acts as a helpdesk and customer 
support to its subscribers and interested texters. It aims to link experts, agricultural extension workers (AEW), and 
farmers by answering rice-related queries through text messaging and voice calls.

Years of service since its launching in 2004, PTC is currently serving around 40,000 active subscribers. It is seen to 
have been particularly useful in areas far from extension services but with network coverage. PTC boasts its capacity to 
provide rice production information right at the subscriber’s fingertips whenever it is needed.

Various research studies have documented the impacts of text messaging to the agricultural extension system. The 
most basic text function of a handset could provide farmers access to information they have not previously known, said 
van Vark in 2012. These information, when properly understood and applied, could transform livelihoods of smallholder 
farming communities.

To further establish the relevance of the PTC to its client base, an evaluation of its services was done in the first semester 
of 2017 involving actual users in Leyte and Eastern Samar. Focus interviews were separately done with seven farmers, 
two AEDs, a PTC agent, and a network administrator.

Results showed that the PTC is a very powerful information tool that could help shape farming decisions. It stands true 
to its purpose of helping bridge the communication gap between research and field practice in a more convenient way 
as compared to traditional promotion platforms. Since it is linked to an R&D institution, the messages that PTC delivers 
are considered credible by the subscribers. They found the recommendations applicable in their rice farm and follow 
them when they can. Although periodic connection problems were noted in some areas, the PTC is still considered 
helpful and useful as a rice farming ally.

To contribute to the body of knowledge on extension using information and communications technology, the study also 
summarized the areas to further improve the services of the PTC. The insights from the implementers and subscribers 
themselves should guide the development of future innovations involving digital communication platforms.

Our tips

Develop a protocol and make the team clearly understand.

In any initiative, a plan is the backbone of all its activities. The details of the work should be clearly communicated to 
ensure that the function of each team member is well-defined and will be delivered. PTC has three agents alternately 
answering queries, but all of them are also engaged on other tasks. By crafting an agreed-upon schedule and 
delineated tasks for each agent, idle time is minimized.
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Know your messages and correspondingly reinforce them.

The PTC works in two ways: it answers queries received from the texters/callers and sends relevant and timely 
information to its subscribers, called text blast. In both cases, the messages that reach the other end could probably be 
the most critical component in the PTC services. Among the factors to consider when sending messages are:

a. Relevance/usefulness – The receivers should find the messages fit to their current information needs. For the farmers, 
for instance, the messages should accurately answer the most pressing concerns they have so that they will at least 
consider the information when they make farming decisions. To achieve this, the agents should be knowledgeable 
enough on the subject matter at hand. If unsure, resources persons should be consulted. 

b. Timeliness – The PTC has a 15-minute record on the average from receiving to answering queries. Depending on 
the complexity of inquiry and efficiency of network connection, delays sometimes occur. Ideally, queries should be 
answered as soon as possible. For unavoidable circumstances, responses may still be useful if received within 24 hours.

c. Acceptability – Messages should also be sensitive to the socio-cultural orientation of the recipients. The agents 
should be well-aware of at least the basic culture of the community where the texter belongs to avoid offensive 
messages.

d. Clarity – It is a rule of thumb in any communication platform – messages should be clear! Check the composition of 
the messages before sending. The most basic questions to ask: (1) Is the text readable? (2) Is it easy to understand even 
for persons who only has a basic reading skill? (3) Does it simplify rather than complicate the subject?

Identify your subscribers and engage them.

PTC was originally designed to cater to farmers and AEWs. In the process, however, it has evolved into a platform 
which can be accessed and availed by the general public as its promotion has intensified. With the growing number 
of subscribers of various backgrounds, audience segmentation is a must. The agents do it through socio-demographic 
categorization. Messages should then be filtered depending on the nature of information need of each audience type. 
Responses should be crafted and composed based on their interest and ability.

Promote the services to reach more.

One of the problems noted during interviews is that the subscribers are not fully aware of all the services that PTC offers 
– text messaging, crowdsourcing, info-on-demand, and call service. Since it is called a “text center”, subscribers assume 
that it is only a text messaging facility. The call feature is oftentimes not availed.

Promotion of the services should then be further intensified. Since cellphones primarily function as a text-and-call 
device, it should be emphasized that PTC also offers the same services and more. The PTC itself should be used to send 
promotional messages to its subscribers from time to time. It should also be incorporated to applicable knowledge 
sharing and learning activities.

Choose the best network providers.

Any SMS-based communication platform is at the mercy of the web/telecommunication’s capacity to provide the 
necessary service to its clients. Hence, the network administrators should explore the best options the telcos can offer. 
This should be carefully scrutinized to fit the requirements of the text center as to accessibility, ease of use, network 
reach, cost, among other things that can contribute to the effectiveness and efficiency of the services. A technical team 
composing of the implementers should evaluate this together to holistically address the actual needs.
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Select technically knowledgeable agents and keep them abreast with rice S&T updates.

In hiring PTC agents, it is important to consider the technical knowledge as well as the communication skills of 
applicants. They should also be a proactive seeker of information to engage texters in the conversation. To build 
credibility and confidence of agents, periodic seminars or refreshers courses should be required of them.

Conduct regular monitoring of exchanges between agents and texters.

The agents’ immediate supervisor/s should check the discourses for service quality assurance, at least bimonthly. This 
practice will also help the implementers themselves to document difficult-to-answer or rare questions and devise a way 
to answer these better in the future through the help of subject matter specialists.
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Knowledge Sharing and Learning Tips (KSL Tips) is an initiative of PhilRice’s Devcom Division. It aims to facilitate learning, trigger innovations, and 
inform decision making. In particular, KSL Tips provides useful and practical pieces of advice and ideas to successfully access, exchange, and promote 

information and knowledge based on the division’s years of experience in doing development communication work and research.
Resource person: Myriam G. Layaoen, Senior Science Research Specialist, Christina A. Frediles, Science Research Specialist II, 
John Glen S. Sarol, Science Research Specialist I, Development Communication Division, Philippine Rice Research Institute. 


